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UnitSizeSupported weightResistanceWorkout AppsWarranty Gold's Gym 400R Check Discount PriceL:52 W:24 H:55275 lbs Eddie Current, 16 lvls16 preset, 1 guide, 8-week weight loss programFrame: 5 years Part: 90 days 400R is one of the Golden Gym recumbent bikes released in
2015. Although it's not exactly the latest, it's still available and still continues to enjoy decent feedback from users. When it comes to the resistance system and console, it can be compared to the ProForm 235 CSX, but has a two-part frame, much like the body Champ BRB852. Technical
Details and Specifications Collected Dimensions: 52L x 24W x 55H inches (132L x 61W x 140H cm) Collected weight: 80 lbs (36 kg) Weight capacity: 275 pounds (125 kg) Seat: Adjustable pedals: Weighted, With Resistance Belts: Eddie Current, 16 Levels Console: 16 Pre-installed
programs, 8-week weight loss program Extras: tablet holder, bottle holder, cooling fan, sound system warranty : Frame 5 Years, Parts 90 Days Frame Building Gold Gym 400R features a sturdy frame made of steel pipes. It combines oval, rectangular and cylindrical bars in its design for a
more aesthetic aspect. However, his body also includes several abs of plastic parts, such as flywheel covers. Gold's Gym 400R is a bicycle made for home use, which is one of the reasons why its frame is not very heavy. It weighs about 80 pounds (36 kg) though, which is more than double
the weight of a medium road bike. Thanks to this weight, the device provides excellent stability. In addition, its rear base bar is equipped with adjustable stabilizers. Once the bike is fully configured, its movement can be done with ease through a small wheel integrated into its front base. The
bike's frame consists of two main parts, the rear with the seat, and the front part, which holds the resistance and drive elements, as well as the main mast and console. The two parts are connected in the middle; The longet tube of the rear has several adjustment positions and connects to
the front via a large handle. An important aspect that should be mentioned here is that the bike has a step-by-step design. This type of construction offers easy entry and exit, which can be quite a plus for users with certain flaws or older users. The bike is not very large, but still take about
52 L x 24W (132 x 61 cm) area with the frame completely expanded. It is also recommended to leave at least two feet of gap around the device for easy access and safe use. The paint of the frame finish is very resistant to corrosion and abrasions. The color used is dark gray, with the Gold's
Gym logo painted in Color. These are the only colors available for this recumbent exercise bike. The seat and steering wheel As we mentioned above, the bike frame consists of two parts attached in the middle. Middle. In order to adjust the seat, you just have to unlock the two parts and
expand the bike frame. The seat itself is not attached to the adjustment rail, as for the Tunturi E50-R Performance. It connects directly to the back post through several screws. By adjusting the seat from front to back, the bike can accommodate users from 5'0 to 6'2 (153 - 187 cm). It also
has a fairly sturdy design, being priced for a user weighing 275 pounds (125 kg). On the other hand, the seat is designed to provide optimal comfort. Both the back and the lower part integrate a thick layer of foam upholstery. In addition, their padding is made of durable vinyl material that
should last for years of use. The bike integrates two sets of steering wheels. One of them is attached to the front mast, one directly to the assembly of seats. The front steering wheel integrates metal pulse sensors so that the console can control your pulse if you hold on to them. The console
mast is set at a rather sharp angle compared to other recumbent bikes; thus holding onto the front steering wheel will not lead to an awkward position. The rear steering wheel has a fairly simple design. They don't have any sensors, just rubberized handles for safe hand positioning. The
Resistance and Drive Gold Gym 400R recumbent bike has an eddy current resistance system that includes a magnetic flywheel and servo engine. Resistance automatic; It can only be adjusted with the console, and if one of the pre-installed programs is used, the bike will automatically
adjust the voltage of the pedal. Obviously, the bike requires a power source to make voltage levels available, which can be either four D-type batteries for the console, or a power adapter 100-240V AC 50-60hz 0.3A that is not included. The icon adapter is part 337717. The bike resistance
system makes 16 different voltage levels available. The first few levels provide light pedal difficulties that can be great for users who may need to recover training. Conversely, the 15th-16th level of tension offers quite a lot of difficulties, simulating the ascent of the hill. The weight of the
internal flywheel is not specified, but given the total weight of the bike, it should be somewhere between 10-20 pounds (4.5-9.0 kg). The flywheel is balanced and provides a steady movement of pedals with very low impact on the joints. It's also bi-directional, which means that the bike gives



you the ability to pedal backwards, and benefit from the same resistance. The bike transmission includes a poly-V, heavy, belt resistance abrasions. It provides a very smooth and quiet movement of pedals. There is almost no vibration during the pedals. Except Since the bike uses a belt
rather than a chain, you don't have to go through the hassle of periodic lubrication. Last but not least, the 400R Gold Gym has a pretty big pulley, with two two steel arms handles of the handle. The pedals are made of durable nylon material; They have a metal core and a weight element
that allows them to always rotate if you remove your feet from them. They are also equipped with adjustable belts. The bike console has an LCD display with three main windows, similar to the ProForm 135 CSX vertical bike console. Its top window indicates the speed in revs per minute
(RPM), the power in the watts, and your pulse when you use the steering sensors. It also shows the resistance level within seconds when you change it. The display shows each of these metrics within seconds. The central part of the display indicates distance and time. Distance can be
established either in metric or imperial units. In addition, if the goal value is set for a time, the display will show the time remaining to achieve that goal, not the past time. These two metrics will be shown as an alternative, each of which within a few seconds. At the bottom of the display shows
the speed of the pedals and calories burned. Again, you can customize the device to show speed in any metric units (km/h), or imperial units (mph). Just like for the middle and top of the display, the speed and calorie metrics will alternate, each of which is displayed within seconds. The
console offers 16 pre-installed programs divided into two main categories: weight loss and performance. Even if these programs are set, you can still enter the customization mode and make adjustments if you want. There is also an 8-week weight loss program available on the console that
has controls for each week on the left side of the LCD display. Of course, the device also makes available manual mode, which allows you to freely adjust resistance while pedaling through buttons - and the I. console is not enabled by iFit and has no features on the Internet. So in case
you're looking for such features, you can take a look at the 400 Ri model. The console has three other notable features. It is a cooling fan, sound system and tablet holder. The sound system consists of two small speakers located at the top of the console. It also has an audio outlet socket to
which you can connect your iPod, MP3 player, or smartphone in order to play music through integrated speakers. There are also volume controls for it. The fan cooling is quite large compared to those on other bikes. It is located at the bottom of the console and has several levels of
intensity, with controls next to the volume of the sound. Finally, the tablet holder is placed at the top of the console; It is large enough to accommodate any tablet or smartphone. Build and maintenance front which keeps the drive and the elements of resistance comes already collected.
However, you still have to connect the two main parts together, attach to attach bars, seats, console masts, consoles, steering wheels and pedals. This may take more than an hour, but the guide contains very clear instructions for the build. In addition, a basic set of tools for assembly is
included. Since the bike has a magnetic resistance system, there is no maintenance required for the interior parts. Therefore, the only things to do on this issue are periodic checks on loose bolts and parts and keeping the block clean. Pro Sturdy frame - can support users up to 275 pounds;
Adjustable stabilizers at the back base; Turn-based design; Foam-filled seat and back; Adjustable frame; Pulse sensors integrated into the front steering wheel; Silent Eddie's current resistance system; 16 available levels of tension; Weighted pedals with adjustable straps; Three-panel LCD
display console with blue LED lighting; There are 16 pre-installed programs available; 8-week weight loss program; The sound system is on; The volume controls for the sound system are included;  Cooling fan; The tablet holder is on; The bottle holder is on; A little maintenance is required;
Easy to assemble; That's a great guarantee. Battery cons for the console are not included; The power adapter is not on. Summary Gym Gold 400R is a medium distance recumbent bike designed for home use. It has a motorized magnetic resistance system with 16 levels available. His
console has 16 workout programs and one 8-week weight loss program. It has a fairly strong design and provides optimal comfort. Overall, it's a pretty decent exercise bike, great for light to moderate intensity cardio workouts, recovery training, weight loss, muscle toning, and endurance
development. Development.
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